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On numbers with small prime divisors

l. X'or r)0,U22, let Y(r,y) denote the number of positive
integers not exceeding r which contain no prime factors greater than y.
various estimates for v(r , a) have been given by several authors (see

El, [2], [3], [5], and the further literature cited in these papers). The results
of de Bruijn show how the asymptotic behaviour of V(r , g) changes
around y : log r. rn this pa,per we investigate the case when gr is much
smaller than log c.

X'or Re s ) 0, denote

/(r) : TT tt - p-")-1 : Z' n*" ,
PSy n

where, as throughout this paper, the notation x' indicates a sum over
positive integers n, such that p I z implies p 

= 
y. By well knovm argu-

ments, if r is not an integer,

(1) v(*,y):
6:- I a)

1l'
;J I r'l(s)
Li Ja 0 J

r;-ic:

s-1 ds ,

where o > 0. Hence, as noted by cle Bruijn [l], it can be expected" that the
residue of the integrand at I : 0 rill furnish a good approximation to
v(r,y). n'or small values of y, tre shall shor,r. that this is the case. owing
to some difficulties concerning the estirnation of the coefficients in the
Laurent series about s : 0 of the function .f(s), rve are able to prove the
result only for 2 { y < (log r)',, rrhere O 1*, but it can probably be
extended to @ <1.

The method is to use integration 
'vith a suitable kernel. our kernel

exp (- ),w, * ,iw), for s : o(1 * iw), seems to be particularly serviceable
in this case. otherwise our method is in many respects similar to that of
Ingham [4].

2. At first we consider a trivial case. Put

(2)
P <y

Z -Logx, lV - rr(y)
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Now Y(* , y) is the number of solutions of the inequality

jr,tog pi{z

in non-negative integers lrit where the p;:s denote the primes { y.

Interpreting this as a question about the number of lattice points in a

certain .l[-dimensional simplex, we easilv find, by elementary geometrical

considerations, that

P (lrt1-t ZN < V1r 
' a) < P ()it)-,(Z t q)'u 

'
where

N

q. - ) logP; - tl
ri :1

\Me use the notation

For t> 0,

*) We would like to take t'his opportunity to point out an error in t'he paper of
A. I. Vinogradov [5], Our Theorem I clearly shows that the result stated as case 2)

of Theorem 1 in [5] cannot be true.

and

(3) P : Tl floe p)-' .

Psv

Observing that -M -y(logy)-l, we obtain*)

Theorem l. Ior 2 1A 
= 

Zrtz, we haue uni,formly

V(e' , y) : P (Nl)-t Z"(t + O(yz 2-r (log y)-')) .

3. We shall need some facts about integrals of the form

r
J*(il : / "*p 

(- ),*' { i,Pw)(t { i,w)-h d,w ,

!*
where i is a (small) positive constant to be chosen later, B is real, and k

is a non-negative integer. We have

(4) Jo$) : x*tz i-LD*, (- #)

@

r
Erfc (f ) -: I exp (- u2) du .

I
t
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IJsing integration by parts, \r'e obtain

B - 2)" 21

Since

d

A,$ 
Jr(§) =- Jr(§) - Jr(§) ,

\nre find that Jr(fi) is a solution of the differential equation

dY tioa ttc» ( P'\

W + I- : -,riz tr-tlz exp (, - n)
The general solution of (7) is

(7)

(8)

For B ---> - oo, the second. term in (8) approaches zero, and, by Riemann's
lemma, so does Jr(B). Hence C : 0, and we have

y 
-ce-n 42teL-t (r - n-!/2Errc (W))

i rtl 2r\\
(e)

Let' Jk:Jh(l) (fu:0,1,...). Assuming that ,1 is sufficiently
small (..g . )" a *) , \re have

JolJ,

Furthermore, it is easy to see. b;- (6), that

I

(k 
= 

2).

I 2).
Jx 7 (k- tx JL

and

(10)

so that, by (10),

(1 1)
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On the other hand, for 3 < k < lf + l, we have

ro-,1=rn-,1Jutn-,,
whence

,r.*(,*15 -,^)rr-,
r + 3.l-trtr

By (10), this is also true for k : 2. Hence we have

(tz) r-=H#/, (1 <r<n+r).

4. Let us now consider in detail the Laurent series about s : 0 of the
function /(s). Put

=, 
: f "*"' (lz\, q 2n) ,

| 
- 

V n:0

where

(13) cr: l, ct: Tz, czn+r:0 (k > I), czt": (- r)'=t#,.(k > 1),

with

B*: 2 (2k)t (2n)-2k e?k) .

Thus

(I4) lc"l{2-" (n:0,1,2,...).
We have

,f(u) : P s-N Il I colog^ gt 6n : P s-* | d^ s" ,
pSy n:O n:0

say, where P is defined by (3), the series being convergent for

(15) lsl < 2n (log y)-' .

X'rom (f4) we infer

(16) ld^l{P+:^-')r-',o*', (n:0,r,2,...),''-\ 7L I " 
I

where the binomial coefficient, gives the number of solutions of : 'ur : n
in non-negative integers z;. We shall need the following i:l
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Lemma. If n < Ng antl N i,s l,arge enough, then

(17) ui?,,2,,".2.=1:g#'. rosp', ' ' 'rospi* '

Proof. By definition, d^ is the coefficient, of s" in the product

(I8) ll i cxtogh yt sh .
p<y k:o

The right-hand side of (17) being the coefficient, of s" in the product

,[ (, { r/2 togyt s) ,

we must show that the total contribution Lo d,^ of all the other terms is
non-negative.

Suppose that ys", where

(re) , : ]j c1",roghi 1t,,
N

with I lfi: n, is any term in the product (18) containing s" such that
i:1

at least one of the k;:s is 2 2. Put

(20) zo : f[ cn;loghi p. .

kiZ2

We call yo llne »support of y»>. Write

*: f,r,.
hi2 2

Denote by X(yi the set of all primes 4y rot appearing in (20). Let
j\o) be the set of all those numbers 7 such that' ys" is a term in the
product (18) containing s', which have the same support To. Then

(21) Zy: To(t/z)"-* I tog p,,logp,"...7ogpa'-tu,
ru9(yJ tr<uz<...<rn m

where the sum on the right-hand. side is to be taken over all primes in
K(yo).

Suppose now that 7, written in the form (19), is negative. Then at,

least one of the /c;:s must be divisible b5 4. Let j be the first index for
which this happens. Take

Ca. ,
io : r:: yo $og p)-2 .

ut"i
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Again

(22) Zy:io(/z)"-^+ 'I tog ?o,logp,,...log guo_m+2 t
yu9lli ot(Da{..,.ih_nt2

where the sum is also to be taken over all primes in X17o;. Let K be the
number of elements in Klyo'1. Clearly (20) can contain at most, /zm - L

primes p;, so lhat K >.trf - Yzm * I. Multiplying each product

logp,,logpo,. . .log puo_*

in (21) by log p,logg*, where p, and. p, are two different newprimes
belonging to X(yo), both ä Lrt/r, we obtain terms such as in (22). The
same new term will come out at most

ln - m.1 2\
( ;'-)</,n'

times. The number of choices is at least

lK - (" - m) - lntzt a7r/o\o - 1/ tt] ^. 
,

(-' 2""t 
1Y 

), %(N - n - lvl/2)2 > 1/2 (f,- - 2J3;z > -l f,-',

if -l/ is large enough. We also have

logp*log?,,> ilog'g .

Combining these facts with (21) and (22), we infer

lv2
Z y > 4n2 (tog a)-'* Z lyl * ; Lr"s, a

y 
"9 

(io\ y u9 0i 'o

=({)'ZWt>nltrt.- \n ly"Tw") y,dTy")

As the number of negative supports 2;o corresponding to the same fo is
clearly less than n, our lemma easily follows.

We define

Observing that

tli ,_ t,(h-2\

we have

yo > lnz lyol (log y)-z .

R(t):å, d!*,
8(t) - TJ tt + 1/z I{ t tog p) .

pSy
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Then, infact, P logNr.E ((log z)-1) istheresidueat s : 0 of theintegrand
in (1), P being defined by (3).

If t > 0 and äy is sufficiently small

(23) exp ( { -lPl) < Q(t) { exp (yzM'tlog y) ,

and, especially,

(24) Q(t):LlO(Nztlogy) for 0<r<y-'logA.
Let

(25) O<r<lv-(u@) p<o<z)
and put

(26) ns: ns(t) : elog y max {1 , .Al'zr} .

Then zo < lV2/3, if -ÄI > Ifo(@) is large enough. Our lemma is thus appli-
cable for 0 ! n { no. X'or z > no we have, b1' (16),

ld"l t" /I[ + n - t\ ]tI!,' tr- a:=\ " )z"tos"ut"q- n1l

a 1[2"(2!)-1 2-" log" Y t"

_ , (e l{zt\ogy\"
-r\ 2n )ar-"',

so that
',d"1 t"(27) 

';.ä, G.' - ,X < (rL)"" < Y-t '

Expanding Q@ in powers of f, 'we similarly obtain, for that part of this
expansion which contains powers of I greater than fr,, the estimate

I ('),nr,*r- tog^ y I (yil," < y-, ./-) Ino<-rs 
^- 

\7',/

Observing that, for 0 { n l no and -N sufficiently large,

-NI! I n\"
(I{ - nl > '' \t - i/ = rf" exP (- 2 

"i1Y-1) '

we can conclude that under the assumption (25), for -Iy' > 16(@),

(28) Nt R(t) > Q(t) exp (- 2 nfil-r1 - 2 U-' .
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5. X'or Res:o)0, let

-F(s) : s-l,f(s) : Z' s-Ln-' .

Put s : o(1 * dut), multiply both sides by o exp (- Xwz I i'u;) and
integrate with respect to w from - oo to oo. In virtue of (9), one obtairis

(29) 2net-L;'(, - n-1'2I,rfc('+y;'y
@

I: I o exp (- ),wz * i,w) I(o(t { i,w)) d,w ,
J

the inversio, l, ,O" order of summation and integration being justified
by absolute conrrergence. Using (5) we can immediately derive the following
lower bound for the left-hand side of (29)

(30) 2nel- ' (I - ,r1-1exp (- ,r,)) }1 (exp (o-1 (1 - 21 - 2811,t\) , y) ,

'where t9 is any positive number. As regards the upper bound, we see at
first that the left-hand side of (29) is less than

(3I) 2ne^- I }Z (exp (o-1(1 - », + 28),r\) , A)

/tlognlil,-t1
* znr;z ei.-7 »t Erfc [_'L v 

n9n,u"u\ 2'\/ I )'

where again $
fnstead of n)

(32)

and write

(33)

Then the sum

fntegration by

(34)

is any positive number and %L: exp (o'-1(1 21 + 201r\).
d.efine a ne\rr variable IL by

zlttzu-o'logn+2),-1

in (31) cen be w-ritten as a Stieltjes integral

f u*" (u) da@).
I

parts no\y shows that (31) is less than

znei-'\ @1,1)+ , ( 
[ 

@@)exp (- u') au\.
I
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6. We now turn to the right-hand side of (29). The value of o will be

fixed later, but in a,ny case it will be asymptotically equal to Z-r : (log r)-1.
We restrictourselves to 2 {y !2"', forsomefixed @ with 0 <@ <1.
Assuming llnat Z is sufficiently large, as we shall always do in what follows
without further noticing, we can thus write

f\r - o-L*" ,

T _ ,/z o-t (log y)-L

tl

(35)

where

Take

(36)

For

(38)

We split the integral in (29) into three parts, the first part being the integral
from -T to T andtheothersfrom 7 to oo andfrom - q to -7.
Denote these integrals by Is , Ir ,1r, respectively. Here, of course, -I, is

the complex conjugate of Ir. In 1o we can use the Laurent series about

§:0 for the function -F(s), the series being convergent, in the rauge of
integration, by (I5). We infer

*f
(37) Io: P o-'I d,*o" I exp (- 1w2*i,w)(t t'i,w)"*N-,dw.

.0 J_T

'we use the simple estimate

Ar.az * iu:)(L * iu)n - rr -' du; - 2T(r + T')*@-n-r)

Since for 0 {n <-ilr,

TL>ÅI+I
,!

I J 
exp (-

exp (- ),u' * in)(l + 'iu)'-n- ' aui
I

< T,r-§-I

we obtain from (37), (38), (39)

Ia-Po 6" Jx-nf 1

(3e)

(40)

I
@
,.

I
,^r

-n{ la,"
n:0

+ O 1lr-rtz f- rr - ' Erfc (T )"r,z1i ld,l (oT)*)

+ o s;:åLo,l o'(1 + r1+"J ,r.
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Let r < å be an arbitr ary fixed positive num

B). (36) and (11) , 1T, > 1, for o' { o'(e), s

sum of the O-terms in (10) is

< r-n i f'+ ?L 
'\ ,-" :-

"=o\ ?L I

ber and take

aJr. (Note that o ,- Z-'L.)
conclude, hv (16), that the

2N T-' ,

so that

(42) Io:Po dn6" J*_n*r + o(2n 
"-'))

,\r

-" (r
n:0

The integral 1, is

,r: f o exp (- dw, * iw) E(o(r I i,w)) dtc .

J
T

The path of integration may be deformed to consist of the line segment from
T to T-i(N -1) andthelinefuom T -d(If - 1) to co-z(Ä'- i).
Let the corresponding integrals be 1{ and I"r.

By geometrical considerations, it is easy to see that 'il - 11- 
u - icr

decreases when z increases from o to oN, if
p-"* > cos (o7 log _Zr) .

The validity of this condition for p I y is easily derivecl from (35) and
(36). Hence on the first path of integration lf(o(t I iw))i takes on its
greatest value at the end point and we obtain

ilil < 7-tf(ol{)7:", (- tP t },uz { u) d,u

J
a 7-r f(oN) erp (- ).Tz + ,l-lt/'z + .nr/)

< T-L P (oN)-N 0(o(l * $ o-l[ log y)) e*p (- )"r, + tN2 + J) ,

where the last step is easily derived from (13). Using Stirling's formula,
observing that lvr/2 T-t < l,
(43)

and putting

(44)
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we c&n vryite this estimate in the following form

(45) l1;l < P o-N (t/l;-t Q(o*) exp (- tr1 .

\4re can deal in a similar way with 1i. This leads to

(46) llil < Ii-1/(oN) f .*n (- du, + lNz { I{) d,u

,!

{{ P o- ' {I'rt;-t g1ox1 l-i Elrfc (),ttz71

( P o-'ns-' {lft;-, Q(o*)exp (- ).Tr) ,

in virtue of (5), (36), (41). Comparing (45) and (46) we see that the right-
hand side of (a6) also gives an upper bound for l1rl.

7. We shall now state our main theorem:
Theorem 2. We haue, uniformly for 2 4y { Zo with O < @ < i,

Y(,' ,y): P zN .(;) O + o(z-t*')) ,

where e is any posi,ti,ue number and, the constant i,mpili,ed, by the O-notation
only d,epends on @ and, e.

Proof . Consider at first the case 2 I y A Zztrc. ft follows from Theorem
1 that then

V(e' , Y): P (ÄIl)-1 Z* (t + Oq-ä Y '

On the other hand, by the same procedure that lras used to prove (27),
\4/e c&n easily ded.uce that, for sufficiently large Z,

J td.t z-"
,,1, q* '- r, < (NI)-t azz-r = Q{r'1-t 2-t 

'

whence Theorem 2 is true in this case.

We may thus assume that A ) Zztrc. In particular, we may assume
that the condition lf > lfo(@), introduced in section 4, is satisfied.

We begin with the upper bound of V(e' , y). Take

(47) I : 6-ttzu

and define o by

(48) o-,(1 - 27-26Xrtz):2,

such a choice of o obviously being possible with o asymptotically equal
to Z-1. Clearly

I - ?9-1exp (- d') : I * O1Z-t1 .
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Combining (29), (30), (42), (45), (46), we have

(49) 2ne^-' (r + O@-r)) Y(e' , y) ( P o-N t j a, oo Jx*o+t

+ o(2*?-*) + o(z(Nt)-rq(o*)exp t- iii» .

Applying (12), we replace the of*_,*r:s by (1 + S,llQr'r((If - n)t)-rJr,
so that the sum becomes (l + 3,l.nf)rv JrR(o). Here, by (43),

(l + 3ilf)rY { exp (3,eltl'z) : I + O1Z-L+ "1 .

Now (27) shows that the influence of the possible negative terms is com-
pensated simply by adding an error term O(y-L(Nl)-r). Replacing o-*
in (a9) by Z* we must add an extra factor

(l-»L-26'7rtz1-n
The logarithm of this is, by (a3), (47), (48),

<glLtzM 1Z_*+".
Clearly, by (9),

Jr : 2net 
*'(t -1 O1Z-t11 .

It follows from these considerations that

(50) V(n' , u) < P zN {A(") * o(y-l(Nl)-t1 + o(2§ f-r-)

+ O(Z(N|)-'Q@*) exp (- Xr\)j (r + O(Z-!+'» .

ft is easy to show that (23) and (28) imply

(51) (xt;-t < A(o) .

Hence the first error term on the right-hand side of (50) can be omitted
and so can also the second one, since

,1{ toqq \*nr!2*7-N<Nr/r\ ez t.
To estimate the third error term we use (28) with t : o* (an admissible

choice by (ZS)). It follows that

Q(o*) (.nf!)-' < (-B(o*) * 2 A-L (Ift;-t; exp (2 ??;i'-,) ,

where no: no(o*) is defined by (26). We break the sum -E(o*) into two
parts, the first part consisting of those terms with 0 3 n ! zo. The second
part is <g-1(Nl)-1, by (27). In the first part we have, by $\,

o*" { o"(l + oq log g)"" ( o" exp (on nolog y) .
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Hence the first part may be replaced by this factor times -B(o) plus
error term y-1(Nl)-1. We thus arrive at

Q(o*) (lfl)-t < (A(o) + 4 A-t(Nl)-') exp (2 nfiy-t * o'nolog g) .

Since

(52) X1'2: .} o'i"{o'-r1sa}-u Qogy)-' > omin{0, -rlta}-t1zu ,

we obtain, by (26) and (51), for the third O-term on the right-hand side
of (50) the estimate

< Z R(o)exp (- omiu{0, - r + s,i} - rlz e | 2 ez logz y omin{r -,7, - t + sry} (l * o, log A),

f elog2 yo^io{n,-t+ar}(I { oqlogy))

< Z R(o) exp (- Z*') .

Hence also this term may be omitted. X'inally, we replace o by Z-r in
A(o). Since o 1Z-r, this mt,rely increases the right-hand side of (50),

the possible negative terms being again controlled by an error term which
in turn has no affect to the final formula. This provos that the required upper
estimate is valid.

We only sketch the proof of the lower estimate, since the argument is
completely analogous and in some respects even simpler. We define 0
by (+7) as above, but this time we determine o from

äu, o,-1(1 21 + 2$)rt\: Z .

This is again clearly possible with o asymptotically equal to Z-1. We then
use the upper bound (3a) ofthe left-hand side of (29) in order to obtain an
inequality of the same type as (49), but u,ith the sign of inequality reversed.
Next we use (ll), and the proof proceeds as abo'l'e. The only essential
difference is the O-term in (3a). fn order to estimate A@) (defined by
(33)) for u 7 $, we use that part of our theorem which we already have
proved. Hence, for u 2 O,

@(u) << P o-N1t - »,+ 2ulli\§ -B(o(1 - 2). 1 zuprzl-t1 .

Using the same reasoning as above, 1!'e see that in the ,E-expression z
may be replaced by 8. Thus, by (53),

t5

so that

@(") << P Zt{ R1Z-r) (1 + 2u ).Liz1x ,
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By (a3), the integral on the right-hand side of (5a) is < Erfc (8 - t).
Clearly, therefore, also the error term (5a) is harmless. This concludes the
proof of Theorem 2.

Uurvnnsrrv or Tunxu
Tunxu, Fnvr,nNo
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(54) I Otq exp (- u2) d.u < PZ\ R1Z-t1 / "*n 
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